
 

HOW TO USE - FREN701 - Rubber Tyre Mark Remover 
 
 

Overview 
 

FREN701 is an Ultragreen, classified as Non-Hazardous cleaning solution for use on rubber residues 

left commonly by tyres. It works by dissolving the bonds in rubber and turning them into a liquid 

that is then easy to clean off surfaces using manual methods or scrubber dryers. 
Most common applications is for cleaning forklift tyre marks from warehouse and factory floors. 

 

Below are listed the recommended application methods for different surface types: 
1. Smooth concrete/Non-porous floors such as PU/Epoxy commonly found in factories, ware- 

houses and other industrial sites. 
2. Porous surfaces such as rough concrete, paving and tarmac 

Not suitable for marble/limestone flooring 

 
SMOOTH CONCRETE/INDUSTRIAL FLOORS 

How to Use—Manual spot cleaning/safety lines 

Safety lines are a vital part of site safety as they provide demarcation zones between pedestrians 

and areas where fork trucks are operating. 
THEY MUST BE KEPT CLEAN AND CLEAR. 

 

 Decant into either a trigger spray or pressured sprayer see below. 
 

  
 

 Apply directly to the safety line or area to be cleaned, spraying liberally. 
 Leave for a minimum of 5 minutes if used neat, 10 minutes if diluted 1:1 with water. 
 Agitate/scrub ideally using a doodle bug 

pad cleaner for smooth concrete 

surfaces (see below) or a VERY STIFF 

brush for rough surfaces. 
 If all marks are not removed then repeat process 

or leave for extra 5 minutes and scrub again. 
 Mop clean with Diluted EN712 NON-Hazardous 

Floor cleaner for best results. 



Usage Instructions — LARGE Areas using Scrubber Dryers 

Overview 
 

FOR BEST RESULTS 
SMOOTH SURFACES—USE MACHINE WITH PADS FITTED (RED) 
ROUGH SURFACES - USE MACHINE WITH VERY STIFF BRUSHES 

 

 Use of 15-20 litre backpack sprayer highly 

recommended with lever action pump 

 Decant FREN701 into sprayer and spray area to be cleaned liberally. 

 For very heavy deposits use neat or diluted 1:1 with water, for lighter deposits dilute 4 or 

5:1 with water MAXIMUM. 

 Leave FREN701 to soak in 5 minutes if used neat or diluted 1:1, 15-20 mins if diluted 
above 4:1. 

 

USING SCRUBBER DRYER 
 

 Engage scrub only on MAXIMUM pressure (switch off spray and vacuum) 

 Drive over area at slow speed with scrubbing action at maximum pressure to agitate area and remove tyre marks. Repeat 
process if tyre marks still showing. 

 Then engage full scrubbing process applying diluted Floor cleaner (EN712 Non Hazardous Floor Cleaner highly recom- 
mended) scrubbing on maximum pressure and vacuuming any residues from floor. 

 For very stubborn marks or thick skid marks re-apply EN710 neat and leave for 10-20 minutes. 

 Rinse out waste water collection chamber of your scrubber dryer 

 

POROUS ROUGH CONCRETE, PAVING, TARMAC SURFACES 
 

Care must be taken when using FREN701 on very porous surfaces such as rough concrete, paving blocks and tarmac to avoid the 
sur- face absorbing the FREN701 into the structure. 
1. Thoroughly wet the area with water before applying to ensure FREN701 stays on the surface in contact with the rubber 

tyre marks. 

2. Apply FREN701 using a trigger spray and leave for around 5 minutes. 
3. Agitate with a stiff brush or scouring pad and you will see the rubber start to dissolve. 
4. Apply diluted floor cleaner or diluted hard surface cleaner to the area and agitate. 
5. Rinse off with clean water or hose. If using a pressure washer use at a very shallow angle to avoid any dissolved rubber be- 

ing forced deep into the structure of the floor. A hose and brush is a better solution. 
6. For tough marks repeat the process. 

 

Safety 

FREN701 is classified as Non-Hazardous cleaning solution, however as with any cleaning product personal safety precautions 
should be maintained. 
We strongly recommend eye protection and vinyl/nitrile rubber gloves are used when handling this product. 

 

Disclaimer 

The above information, including the health, safety and environmental information and recommended precautions, is considered 

to be accurate at the time of issue, however no warranty, guarantee or representation, whether express or implied is given in re- 
spect of its accuracy. The information may not be accurate for all individuals and/or situations and/or applications. It is the obliga- 
tion and responsibility of users to evaluate this information and to use the product safely and to comply with all applicable laws 

and regulations. 
 

Crescent Industrial Limited, its subsidiary and associate companies, shall not be responsible for any damage, injury or loss, 
consequential or oth- erwise, resulting from the use of the product or from failure to adhere to recommendations. 

 

For further information contact: 
Crescent Industrial, Berrington Road, 

Leamington Spa, CV31 1NB 
Tel: 0845 33 77 695 


